The Razor's
KossoEloul
by Theodore
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Two important exhibitions of the
season, one at the Dunkelman
Gallery in Toronto and the other
at the O.K. Harris Gallery in the
new dealers' district south of the
Village in New York, served
handsomely to display a broad
cross-section of recent sculpture
by Kosso Eloul.
Kosso is a sculptor whose
work tends to inspire fancy verbiage from critics impressed by
its extreme intellectual refinement
and at the same time to find acceptance by ordinary people who
sense its underlying humanity.
Both these qualities distinguish it
from the bulk of minimal sculpture to which on first glance it
appears to be related. It is generative. It makes genuine sculptu ral statements with deceptive
discretion but consistent, persuasive vigour.
His well-established style normally expresses itself in two basic
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patterns which are capable of a
wide range of thematic variations.
In the first of these a rectangular
solid is sliced and one of the resulting components shifted. In the
other a pair of elements of similar shape but unequal size is permanently linked in a relationship
in which each improbably but
satisfyingly supports its mate. In
either case Kosso fixes a vital
point of balance that sustains itself at the supreme pitch of mutual tension. The shapes are geometrically simple, the material
(stainless steel) is austere and
the draftsmanship is impersonally
perfect, but the results are complex and strangely warm.
Satisfying mysteries are perhaps best left unexplained but,
because Kosso works on a large
scale for public places, several
points may be noted. Where experience and loqic teach us to be
wary of big objects that threaten
to topple or slip, let alone to snap
shut like steel traps fit to squash
bears entire, Kosso's works almost instantly begin to reassure
and end by entrancing. Kosso's
gleaming Double You tilts like
falling twin-skyscrapers
in the
garden of a highrise apartment
development on Toronto's Balliol
Street but is al ready a comfort-

able neighbour to old ladies knitting in the spring sun. Small children worm their way fearlessly
through the opening at its base
or admire how their reflections
in its polished surfaces mingle
with those of clouds and passing
cars. The miraculously poised 18'
JDS high on the facade of an office building on Finch causes no
one entering the door below to
duck, though the eye can discover no visible explanations of
what holds the projectiflg member to its support. These equipoises stay in place by an inexorable force of balance that
deliberately avoids the slightest
hint
of kinetic
displacement,
statements as timeless and elegantly pure as theorems.
Part of the credit for these effects must be given to the superb
precision of their industrial fabrication, a process in which
Kosso participates at every step
and which achieves the exceptionally fine degrees of tolerance
developed for lunar rocketry, as
well as of subtly rounded edges
and corners that remove subconscious fears of being cut without
diminishing the pristine force of
geometric shapes. But the results
depend primarily on the combination of the artist's exact calcula-

tions with his finely-honed and
richly cultivated sensibilities.
The
works
suggest
urban
forms, industrial technologies and
the tensions of an urban society
in an industrial age. They studiously avoid figurative analogies
and so do their titles which (like
Lissitsky's Proun) are mostly invented as an alternative to mere
numbers or dates: Kobar, Kobrus,
for example. This is a
Gomil
word-game played with his wife,
Rita Letendre. But in representing
intellectual abstractions the works
retain a distinctive humanism in
the sure sense of scale and proportion that carryover
from
Kosso's early years as a figurative sculptor, much as the suppleness of Greek architecture of
the Periclean age grew out of the
discoveries of the carvers of the
early part of the fifth century. In
a purely forma! ser.se th'3~e structures seem to develop in their
majestic way out of an experiment broached but abandoned in
the epic years of cubism. Then,
for example, Juan Gris in the
Guitar and Flowers of 1912 (Museum of Modern Art, New York)
or Villon in the Portrait of Mlle.
Y.D. of 1913 (Los Angeles, County
Museum) made pictorial compositions that expand upward from

and poise themselves upon a
radix-Ii ke split point at the base.
Kosso, transforming
a similar
idea into three-dimensional terms
that work with an extraordinary
variety of effect from every viewing position, achieves an analogous rising movement, most clearly seen in the head-on view of
the split cube called Bars!. It is
perhaps this illusion in alliance
with his extraordinary feats of
balance that makes his every
piece miraculously
defeat the
anticipated consequences of gravity. These immutable, immaculate
presences establish their own
environments and not the least
of their vi rtues is the ease, not
to say the authority, with which
they induce us to join them in
their improbably pleasing defiance of all accepted laws of
stability.
in Toronto only, where most of
the sculptures shown were smaller than those exhibited In New
York, a number of his new prints
were also on view. The pair that
most took my eye were printed on
aluminum plates and thus were
closely related to the sculptures
in material as well as thematically, but I prefer the reality of the
space-displacers to their illusory
diagrams.
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1 Korit, 1968-71, stainless
steel, 81" x 48" x 96", on view at the
O. K. Harris Gallery, N.Y.
2 JDS, 1971, at Finch Centre, Toronto, stainless steel, 18' x 24" x 24"
3 Prints are entitled Eluding A and
B, silver, each 20" x 26"; Barsi,
1970-71, stainless steel,S'
high, on
view at the Dunkelman Gallery,
Toronto.
4 Manhattan, 1971, stainless steel,
128112" x 22" x 60", on view at the
O. K. Harris Gallery, N. Y.
5 Gomil, 1971, stainless
11'1" x 35" x 30"; (rear)
1971, stainless steel, 105"
x 162", on view at the O.
Harris Gallery, N.Y.

steel,
Kobrus,
x 42"
K.

The sculPture which is shown at the
O. K. Harris Gallery, N.Y., was
fabricated at Milgo Art Systems,
Brooklyn.
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